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I have always enjoyed the thought of having the viewer question what it is they are
observing.  The idea of inflating steel is unique and creates a must touch, must feel
experience. When I first learned of the opportunity to create a functional art piece I was
delighted.  Inflated objects and water simply go well together and I believe this is a
chance to have pool visitors interact and appreciate art.  I will say that this has been a
rewarding challenge and I anticipate the challenges will continue to come.  Along with
the swimming pool / inflated object connection I wanted to create a piece that had a sense
of movement.  The soft wave like design hints at what is just on the other side of the gate
– water, fun and relaxation.

My overall goal for this piece is to have viewers think, react and enjoy the sculpture and
their swimming experience.

detail of locking on both ends of gate 40” from ground
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1/2 ton trolley x 2

                       
                       Dimensions:  8’ H x 11’ 71/2” W x 2’ D
                       31/2” between each inflated piece
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May – June

Fabricate edges of gate – cut, weld, clean
Cut and weld inflated edges
Cut and weld 20 strips to inflate

July

Inflate all pieces
Begin cleaning – grinding, sanding (inspect)
50% complete

August

Weld inflated strips into place
Weld trolley
Assemble lock and key to both outer edges

September

Spray interior
Insert pipes (skeleton)
Weld pipes
Final cleaning

October – November

Powder Coat
Re-assembly

100% complete

December

Installation
Photo documentation

Maintenance
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The gate will require minimal maintenance - An occasional cleaning, pressure wash or
soap and water.   The bearing in the trolleys will only require oil when needed – once a
year at most.
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